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THE EFFECT OF THE FORM OF THE SLITS IN THE RESONANT 
SUSPENDED CEILING ON THE ACOUSTIC INDICATORS OF A HALL 

V. Stauskis 

1. Introduction 
The optimisation of the frequency characteristics 

of the reverberation time and the diffusive sound 
field is one of the main tasks of hall acoustics. De
pending on the purpose of the hall, the reverberation 
values must be different at low, medium and high 
frequencies. To achieve this, materials of different 
acoustic characteristics or special structures must be 
used. 

Suspended ceiling made of even planes with slits 
between them could serve as a sound-absorbing struc
ture. If the slits are arranged in opposite directions, 
the ceiling with the cross-shaped slits is formed and if 
they are arranged in one direction, the ceiling with 
the rectangularly-shaped slits is obtained. Such struc
ture will absorb part of the sound energy through the 
presence of the slits, while part of the energy will be 
reflected back to the listeners. The reflections may be 
directional in character, which is desirable for the 
formation of the hall reflection structure. When the 
ceiling planes consist of various structural elements, 
the latter may help form the diffusive sound field 
which is very important for hall acoustics. 

The effect of both cross-shaped and rectangu
larly-shaped slits upon the hall acoustics has been 
examined theoretically and experimentally in 
[1,2,3,4]. The purpose of this paper is to experimen
tally determine the influence both of the slit form and 
the overall slit area on the acoustic indicators using a 
physical model of a hall. 

2. Subject of investigations 
The investigations were conducted in a hall 

model scaled 1:25. The layout of the resonant ceiling 
with the cross-shaped slits between the planes is pre
sented in Fig 1 and of the one with the rectangularly
shaped slits in Fig 2. 

The ceiling planes were made of veneer 25 mm 
thick with three layers of lacquer. Thus, the sus
pended ceiling reflects the sound energy well. No 
additional sound-absorbing materials were placed 
above the suspended ceiling. 

All surfaces in the hall were made of sound
reflecting materials, with the exception of the orches
tra platform l19 m2

, which was covered with the 
sound-absorbing material simulating the absorption 
of the sound produced by the orchestra players. 
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Fig 1. The layout of the suspended ceiling with the cross
shaped slits between the planes 
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Fig 2. The layout of the suspended ceiling with the rectan
gularly-shaped slits between the planes 

The width of the slits was accepted as 50 em in 
all cases and the distance from the suspended ceiling 
to the rigid surface was accepted as 100 em. Hence 
the overall area of the cross-shaped slits is 258 m2, or 
34.4% of the total ceiling area. The area of the rec
tangularly-shaped slits is 160m2, or 19.5% of the total 
ceiling area. Thus, the area of the cross-shaped slits 
exceeds the one of the rectangularly-shaped slits by 
the factor of 1. 76. 
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3. Results of investigations 

Fig 3 depicts the decrease of the sound energy 

under various forms of slits in the suspended ceiling 

and under different overall slit areas. 

The diagram shows that the energy decrease is 

not affected by the overall slit area in the early period 

of field decrease, which occupies the time interval up 
to 300-400 rns. In time, the decrease of the sound 
field is slower when the overall area of the slits is the 
largest, ie when the ceiling has cross-shaped and not 

rectangularly-shaped slits. Consequently, the de

crease of the sound field should be faster under the 

cross-shaped slits, but a reverse result is obtained. 
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Fig 3. The decrease of the sound energy in the hall de
pending on the form of the slits and the overall slit area. 
1 - hall without suspended ceiling; 2 - with cross-shaped 
slits; 3 - with rectangularly-shaped slits 

Fig 4 shows changes in the standard hall rever
beration time depending on the overall slit area and 
slit form. 
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Fig 4. The change in the hall reverberation time depending 
on the form of the slits in the suspended ceiling and the 
overall slit area. 1 - hall without suspended ceiling; 2 - with 
cross-shaped slits 

In an empty hall, just as one could expect, the 

reverberation time is the longest throughout the fre

quency range. The reduction by the suspended ceiling 

also occurs throughout the frequency range. The 

greatest cutting of the reverberation time is observed 

when the overall slit area is smaller, ie when the slits 

are rectangularly-shaped. This reduction is only 
marked in the frequency range up to 400 -500 Hz, ie 
mainly at the low and medium frequencies. The 
change of the reverberation time is best understood 
while analysing the relative results presented in Fig 5. 

In all cases the 0 line corresponds to the case without 

the suspended ceiling. 
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Fig 5. Reduction in the relative reverberation time of the 
hall depending on the form of the slits in the suspended 
ceiling and the overall slit area. 1 - cross-shaped slits; 
2- rectangularly-shaped slits 

The greatest reduction (by 0.8 - 1.8 s) in the re
verberation time is obtained when the slits are rec
tangularly shaped, ie when their overall area is 

smaller. As the overall slit area increases, the rever

beration time is reduced to 0.2 - 1.0 in the frequency 

range up to 500 Hz. The greatest difference amounts 

to as much as 0.8 s. This reduction has a pronounced 

resonant character with the maximum at 200 Hz and 

250 Hz. These results show that the increase in the 

overall slit area brings about a much smaller reduc

tion of the reverberation time. 

The standard reverberation time is related to 
the late period of decreasing of the sound field. The 

early reverberation time (EDT) related to the early 

sound reflections is very important for the evaluation 
of the hall acoustics, subjective evaluation in particu

lar. The change in the early reverberation time is 
shown in Fig 6. 

In this case the difference in the results is still more 

marked. The early reverberation time in the fre

quency range up to 200 Hz is much more decreased 
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by the suspended ceiling with the rectangularly
shaped slits, ie the smaller overall slit area, than by 
the cross-shaped slits with the larger overall area. In 
both cases, the resonant character of the change in 
the early reverberation time in the frequency range 
up to 200 Hz is revealed. These results show that the 
decrease of the sound field is different in various in
tervals of time. 
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Fig 6. The reduction in the relative early reverberation 
time of the hall depending on the form of the slits in the 
suspended ceiling and the overall slit area. 1 - cross-shaped 
slits; 2- rectangularly-shaped slits 

Knowing reverberation time values, one may de
termine the change in the sound absorption coeffi
cients and the overall sound absorption in the hall 
depending on the shape of the slits and the slit area. 
The change in the absorption coefficient is shown in 
Fig7. 
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Fig 7. The increase in the relative sound absorption coeffi
cients of the hall depending on the form of the slits in the 
suspended ceiling and the overall slit area. 1 - cross-shaped 
slits; 2 - rectangularly-shaped slits 

Negative values correspond to the increase in the 
absorption coefficients. The absorption coefficients 
have been calculated taking into consideration the 
areas both of the suspended ceiling and all surfaces of 
the hall, therefore small absolute values of these co
efficients were obtained. The diagram shows that the 

maximum values of the absorption coefficients are 
reached at 200 Hz and 250 Hz and they vary in in
verse proportion to the slit area, ie the absorption 
coefficients are larger with the rectangularly-shaped 
slits. Such change in the absorption coefficient corre
sponds to the change in the reverberation time. 

Fig 8 depicts the change in the hall absorption 
along with the change in the form of the slits and the 
slit area. 
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Fig 8. The increase in the relative sound absorption of the hall 
depending on the form of the slits in the suspended ceiling and 
the overall slit area. 0 line corresponds to the case without the 
suspended ceiling. 1 - cross-shaped slits; 2 - rectangularly
shaped slits 

The situation is analogous to the one concerning 
the sound absorption coefficient. The relative sound 
absorption is larger when the overall slit area is 
smaller. At 200 Hz and 250 Hz, with the larger overall 
slit area (ie cross-shaped slits), the sound absorption 
increases to 60 m2

, while with the rectangularly
shaped slits it becomes as large as 140m2

• 

These results show that there is a difference in 
the intensity of interaction between the sound fields 
of the two air bodies separated by the suspended 
ceiling [5]. When the suspended ceiling has the cross
shaped slits and the overall slit area is larger as com
pared with the slits that are rectangularly shaped, the 
interchange between the sound energies is more in
tensive. As a result, smaller values of the reverbera
tion time, the absorption coefficients and sound ab
sorption are obtained when the suspended ceiling has 
cross-shaped slits. This would be confirmed by the 
experiment with the sound-absorbing material placed 
above the suspended ceiling of different shapes. 

Such subjective criterion of evaluation of music 
sound as the sound clarity index is also affected by 
the shape of the suspended ceiling. The change in the 
music sound clarity index is shown in Fig 9. 
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Fig 9. The dependence of the music sound clarity index on 
the shape of the suspended ceiling. 1 - without suspended 
ceiling; 2- cross-shaped slits; 3 - rectangularly-shaped slits 

The music sound clarity index is started to be af

fected by the shape of the suspended ceiling from 200 

Hz on. Then the values of the index are larger, with 

the both shapes of suspended ceiling, than in the case 
when the hall has no suspended ceiling. 

Fig 10 shows the change in the acoustic centre of 

gravity depending on the shape of the suspended 

ceiling and the overall slit area. 
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Fig 10. The dependence of the acoustic centre of gravity on 
the form of the slits in the suspended ceiling. 1 - without 
suspended ceiling; 2- cross-shaped slits; 3 - rectangularly
shaped slits 

The acoustic centre of gravity is increased by the 

suspended ceiling beginning with the frequencies ex

ceeding 200 Hz, whereas the influence of the change 

in the shape of the ceiling and the overall slit area is 
minor. 

4. Conclusions 

1. The reverberation time is reduced more by the 

rectangularly-shaped slits of the resonant suspended 

ceiling than by the cross-shaped slits, whose overall 

area exceeds the one of the rectangularly-shaped slits 

by the factor of 1. 76. 

2. When the suspended ceiling has slits of various 

shapes, an interaction between the sound fields of the 

upper and the lower air body takes place, and the 

larger the slit area, the more intensive the interac

tion. 
3. The increase in the sound absorption coefficients 
and the overall sound absorption in the hall is in

versely related to the overall slit area, ie the increase 

is larger with the rectangularly-shaped slits. 
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REZONANSINI1} KABAMl)Jl) LUBl) PLYSI1J FORMOS 
{I' AKA SALES AKUSTINIAMS RODIKLIAMS 

V. Stauskis 

Santrauka 

Straipsnyje nagrinejama rezonansiniq kabamqjq lubq 
su staciakampio ir kryziaus formos plysiais itaka objektyvi
ems sales akustiniams rodikliams. 

Lubq plokstumos pagamintos iS 25 mm storio faneros, 
kuri lakuota tris kartus. Taigi kabamosios lubos pagamin
tos iS gars11 atspindinciq medziagq. Virs kabamqjq lubq 
papildomq absorbuojanciq medziagq nera. Visos sales 
plokstumos yra iS gars11 atspindinciq medziagq, ir tik 
119 m2 orkestro pakyla padengta absorbuojanCia medziaga. 
Plysiq plotis abiem atvejais - 50 em, o kabamqjq lubq 
aukstis nuo standaus pavirsiaus - 100 em. Tokiu atveju 
suminis kryziaus formos plysiq plotas yra 258 m2, arba 
34,4 % bendro lubq ploto. Staciakampio formos plysiq 
plotas yra 160 m2, arba 19,5 % bendro lubq ploto. 
Vadinasi, kryziaus formos plysiq plotas yra 1,76 karto 
didesnis negu staciakampio formos plysiq plotas. 

Tyrimai rodo, kad nefiltruoto signalo energijos 
slopimui plysiq suminis plotas neturi itakos ankstyvuoju 
lauko slopimo periodu, kuris uzima laiko intervalll iki 300-
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400 ms. Toliau einant laikui garso laukas leciau slopsta 
tada, kai plysiq suminis plotas yra didziausias, t.y. esant 
kryziaus, bet ne staciakampio formos plysiams. Vadinasi, 
garso laukas greiciau turet11 nuslopti esant kryziaus formos 
plysiams, o jvyksta atvirksciai. 

Reverberacijos laikas daugiausia, net 0,8 - 1,8 s, su
mazeja tada, kai plysiai yra staciakampio formos, t.y. kai jq 
suminis plotas yra maziausias. Didejant suminiam plysiq 
plotui reverberacijos laikas mazeja maziau ir siekia iki 0,2 -
0,8 s, kai daznill diapazonas iki 500 Hz. Didziausias skir
tumas siekia net apie 0,8 s. Sis mazejimas turi iSreikstll 
rezonansini pobiidi su maksimumu, kai yra prie 200 ir 250 
Hz. 

Absorbcijos koeficientai buvo apskaiciuoti pagal 
kabam~ll lubll ir visll sales pavirsiq plotus. Todel jll ab
soliutines reiksmes buvo mazos. Grafikas rodo, kad ab
sorbcijos koeficientai maksimalias reiksmes turi esant 200 
ir 250 Hz, ir jos yra didesnes tada, kai mazesnis plysill plo
tas, t.y. staciakampio formos plysiams. Toks absorbcijos 
koeficiento kitimas atitinka ir reverberacijos laiko kitimll. 

Santykine garso absorbcija didesne tada, kai suminis 
plysill plotas yra maziausias. Kai 200 ir 250 Hz, esant 
didesniam plysill plotu~ t.y. kryziaus formos plysiams, ab
sorbcija padideja iki 60 m2, o esant mazesniam suminiam 
plysiq plotui ji padideja jau iki 140 m2• 

Sie rezultatai rodo, kad tarp dviejq sales tiiriq, kurie 
atskirti kabamosiomis lubomis, vyksta skirtinga garso laukll 
sllveika. Kai lubos yra su kryziaus formos plysiais ir kada jq 
suminis plotas yra didesnis negu esant staciakampio formos 
plysiams, tada vyksta didesnis garso energijll pasikeitimas 
tarp abiej11 tiiriq. Del to gauname mazesnes reverberacijos 
laiko, absorbcijos koeficiento ir absorbcijos reiksmes tada, 
kai lubos yra su kryziaus formos plysiais. 
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